We used repetition blindness to investigate the nature of the representations underlying identification of manipulable objects. Observers named objects presented in rapid serial visual presentation streams containing either manipulable or nonmanipulable objects. In half the streams, 1 object was repeated. Overall accuracy was lower when streams contained 2 different manipulable objects than when they contained only nonmanipulable objects or a single manipulable object. In addition, nonmanipulable objects induced repetition blindness, whereas manipulable objects were associated with a repetition advantage. These findings suggest that motor information plays a direct role in object identification. Manipulable objects are vulnerable to interference from other objects associated with conflicting motor programs, but they show better individuation of repeated objects associated with the same action.
The organization of object knowledge in the brain has been the subject of much recent interest in cognitive neuroscience (Mahon & Caramazza, 2009; Rogers et al., 2004) . There is growing consensus from neuroimaging and neuropsychological studies that objects are represented in a distributed fashion that reflects not only their perceptual features but also functional properties such as the actions they afford. However, the question of how this representational structure influences object identification has received relatively little attention in the object recognition literature.
Object identification is generally thought to be subserved by cortical areas in the ventral visual stream clustered in the lateral and inferior aspect of the occipital and temporal lobes (GrillSpector & Malach, 2004) . Lesions to these areas impair object recognition (e.g., Milner et al., 1991) , and imaging studies have shown that activity in these regions is correlated with conscious identification (e.g., Bar et al., 2001; Malach et al., 1995) .
Manipulable objects, such as tools, are a useful vehicle for investigating distributed knowledge structures because their neural representation appears to involve both areas of the ventral stream (e.g., ventral occipital-temporal cortex) dedicated to object recognition, as well as action-related areas in the parietal and the frontal lobes. Several imaging studies have shown that the premotor cortex and the inferior parietal lobe of the left hemisphere are activated when observers name or look at tools, even when the task does not require any motor interaction with these objects (Chao & Martin, 2000; Chouinard & Goodale, 2010; Kellenbach, Brett, & Patterson, 2003; Mahon et al., 2007) . However, drawing conclusions from imaging studies is limited by the correlational nature of this technique. In particular, it is not clear whether motor features are integral to the object representation used for identification or whether the typical action afforded by an object is simply activated in parallel along the dorsal pathway in order to guide appropriate interaction with the object (Goodale & Milner, 1992) .
Studies of patients with brain lesions suggest that knowledge about the actions afforded by an object is, at least to some degree, independent of knowledge about its identity. For instance, patients with lesions to ventral occipital-temporal areas who show visuosemantic deficits in object recognition are nonetheless often able to manipulate objects correctly and to demonstrate their use (Hodges, Bozeat, Lambon Ralph, Patterson, & Spatt, 2000; Negri, Lunardelli, Gigli, & Rumiati, 2007; Sirigu, Duhamel, & Poncet, 1991) . In contrast, patients with lesions to the inferior parietal lobe often have difficulty demonstrating the correct actions associated with an object-a syndrome known as ideomotor apraxia-despite intact object recognition (Buxbaum & Saffran, 2002; Ochipa, Rothi, & Heilman, 1989) .
On the other hand, a recent behavioral study of healthy participants that investigated the effects of action information on object recognition found that object naming was facilitated when the target object was preceded by another object associated with a similar action, suggesting a direct role for action representations in object recognition (Helbig, Graf, & Kiefer, 2006) . These authors attributed the facilitation to interactions between the dorsal and ventral streams during object recognition. They speculated that when viewing objects, action features are automatically activated and facilitate the recognition of subsequent objects that share similar action properties. This is an intriguing proposal, but it is difficult to draw detailed conclusions from these results about whether these action features are an integral part of the object representations used by the object recognition system, or whether the motor priming caused by objects with similar actions resulted in a general facilitation in performance, perhaps by enhancing attention to the stimuli (in other words, a purely "dorsal" effect).
In this study, we addressed these issues through the use of a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm. Under RSVP conditions, stimuli are presented at a rate of 8 -10 items/s in the same spatial location, thus severely restricting the opportunity to consolidate visual information into coherent episodes. The difficulty in establishing coherent episodic representations of the visual information is strikingly illustrated by the phenomenon of repetition blindness (RB; Kanwisher, 1987) , which is often observed under these viewing conditions. RB is a failure to identify both instances of a repeated item presented within a 500-ms time window and has been demonstrated for a range of stimuli, including words (both in unstructured lists and RSVP sentences), letters, objects, and abstract shapes (Arnell & Jolicoeur, 1997; Bavelier, Prasada, & Segui, 1994; Bond & Andrews, 2008; Corballis & Armstrong, 2007 ; C. L. Harris & Morris, 2004 ; I. M. Harris & Dux, 2005a , 2005b Hayward, Zhou, Man, & Harris, 2010; Kanwisher, 1987; Kanwisher & Potter, 1990; Kanwisher, Yin, & Wojciulik, 1999) . According to the most influential account of RB, the token individuation hypothesis (Kanwisher, 1987) , repeated stimuli activate the same abstract object representation (type) but are not individuated as distinct visual episodes (tokens) because of the spatiotemporal ambiguity created by RSVP. From this perspective, RB constitutes a useful behavioral paradigm for probing the characteristics of the type representations that underlie object identification. For example, previous studies have shown that similar levels of RB can be obtained for identical repetitions of objects (or letters) as when the same stimulus is repeated in different orientations (Coltheart, Mondy, & Coltheart, 2005; Corballis & Armstrong, 2007; I. M. Harris & Dux, 2005a , 2005b Hayward et al., 2010; Kanwisher et al., 1999) , suggesting that type representations of objects are orientation-invariant. Similarly, RB for letters and words occurs despite changes in case (Corballis & Armstrong, 2007; Kanwisher, 1987) , suggesting a lexical locus that is independent of low-level perceptual cues.
The present research used the same logic to ask about the contribution of action affordances to object type representations. If action affordances do not contribute to the representation used for object identification, then manipulable and nonmanipulable objects should show similar levels of RB and similar overall performance in RSVP tasks. On the other hand, if action information does play a role in identification, this could result in different patterns of performance for manipulable and nonmanipulable objects under the speeded processing demands of RSVP. There is evidence that action affordances are processed very rapidly (within 250 ms of stimulus presentation; e.g., Petit, Pegna, Harris, & Michel, 2006; Proverbio, Adorni, & D'Aniello, 2011) , even in the absence of conscious awareness of the object (Almeida, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2010; Almeida, Mahon, Nakayama, & Caramazza, 2008; Fang & He, 2005) . Motor signals may, therefore, be registered quickly enough to influence performance during RSVP tasks and modulate RB for manipulable objects. Specifically, activity along motor pathways induced by manipulable objects may provide independent evidence for the presence of multiple stimuli and thus facilitate the individuation of repeated objects. Consistent with this possibility, Remond and Coltheart (2008) found that pictures of actions did not produce RB, whereas pictures of objects did.
We report three experiments that investigated the influence of action affordances on identification by comparing patterns of RB for manipulable and nonmanipulable items. Experiment 1 compared RB for photographs of manipulable versus nonmanipulable objects that were presented either in the same orientation or in different orientations. As noted earlier, previous studies found similar levels of RB when objects were repeated in the same orientation as when the same stimulus was repeated in different orientations (I. M. Harris & Dux, 2005a , 2005b Hayward et al., 2010) , suggesting that RB reflects access to an orientationinvariant representation of stimulus shape. However, in the case of manipulable objects, rotation changes the action afforded by the pictured object; if action affordance is important for identification, this may modulate the pattern of RB observed. Experiment 2 extended our investigation to a new set of stimuli (line drawings rather than photographs of real objects) in which the manipulable and nonmanipulable objects were more stringently matched on a number of dimensions. Experiment 3 used words rather than pictures. If the differences between the object categories are due to action affordances, they should be specific, or at least stronger, for pictures, which are thought to have more direct access to action programs stored in the dorsal stream than words do (Rumiati & Humphreys, 1998; Yoon, Heinke, & Humphreys, 2002) . Alternatively, if effects are due to general lexical-semantic differences between the categories of manipulable and nonmanipulable objects, they should be present whether the stimuli are presented as pictures or words.
To foreshadow the results, we found that pictures of manipulable and nonmanipulable objects produced strikingly different patterns of performance. Manipulable objects resulted in lower overall levels of identification than nonmanipulable objects across both experiments employing pictorial stimuli. In addition, whereas nonmanipulable objects induced RB, manipulable objects produced a repetition advantage when repeated in the same orientation and, otherwise, no RB. Furthermore, this pattern of results was confined to pictorial versions of manipulable objects, whereas the word names of the same objects produced RB. These findings support the idea that action-related information directly influences object identification.
Experiment 1
This experiment compared patterns of RB obtained with photographs of manipulable objects, such as tools and other objects associated with specific actions (e.g., an iron, a trombone), and nonmanipulable objects, such as furniture, animals, or vehicles (see Appendix A for a full list of the stimuli). We used a three-item list RB paradigm (I. M. Harris & Dux, 2005a; Hayward et al., 2010; Kanwisher et al., 1999) in which two critical stimuli (C1 and C2 for critical items 1 and 2, respectively), which were always separated by a filler item, were either the same object repeated or two different objects. The orientation of the critical items was manipulated such that C1 and C2 were presented in the same orientation or differed in orientation by 90°.
Method

Participants.
Twenty first-year psychology students (15 women; mean age ϭ 19.3 years) at the University of Sydney participated for partial course credit.
Materials. The stimuli comprised 120 photographs from the Hemera Photo-Object database (Hemera Inc., Gatineau, Quebec, Canada). There were 40 pictures of manipulable objects (henceforth action objects) and 40 pictures of nonmanipulable objects (nonaction objects) that served as critical items; a further 40 pictures of nonaction objects served as filler items. The action objects included tools and other objects that require a typical and distinctive motor action (e.g., a tap, a perfume pump bottle, a cup, an iron), whereas the nonaction objects were a mixture of animals, vehicles, furniture, and foodstuffs (see Appendix A for the full list). We verified that the action objects were perceived as being associated with a distinctive action by asking a group of 22 participants from the same pool, who did not take part in this experiment, to rate all 80 critical items on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 ϭ not at all, 5 ϭ very much) in terms of whether they associated the object with a specific action. The action objects were given a mean rating of 4.1 (SD ϭ 0.57) and the nonaction objects a mean rating of 2.7 (SD ϭ 0.97), t(78) ϭ 7.35, p Ͻ .0001. Stimuli were converted to grayscale and presented against a light gray background, subtending a visual angle of approximately 5°at the viewing distance of ϳ50 cm. Pattern masks were created from fragments of the pictures placed in random orientations and locations that filled a square box that covered the greatest dimension of the stimuli. The experiment was programmed in Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems, http://www.neurobs.com) and was presented on a 19-in. Dell Trinitron monitor refreshing at 100 Hz.
Design and procedure. Each trial comprised an RSVP stream of three pictures, which were preceded and followed by three pattern masks (i.e., nine items in total), all presented for 100 ms per item with no interstimulus interval. The first and third pictures (C1 and C2) were either both action objects or nonaction objects; the intervening filler item was always a nonmanipulable object (see Figure 1) . Three independent variables were manipulated within subjects: repetition (C1 and C2 were the same object vs. different objects), object type for critical items (action vs. nonaction; note that orthogonally manipulating this factor with repetition requires that on any given trial both critical items are of the same type), and orientation (C1 and C2 were both in the identical canonical orientation, or C2 was rotated by 90°relative to C1 [C1 was always presented in the canonical orientation]; canonical refers to the normal upright orientation for nonaction objects and the orientation most conducive to acting on the object with the right hand for action objects).
1 There were 20 trials per condition, for a total of 160 experimental trials. The allocation of item pairings to different conditions was counterbalanced across different versions of the experiment. Sixteen catch trials with only two objects (and an extra mask) were also included to discourage participants from guessing the presence of repeats. All trials were randomly intermixed.
Participants were first given a familiarization phase in which they saw all the objects and named them at their own pace. They were then instructed that two or three pictures would be presented on each trial, that sometimes a picture was repeated on the same trial, and that their task was to report all pictures seen, including repetitions. Their responses were recorded by the experimenter; here, and in subsequent experiments, only accuracy was recorded and no attempt was made to measure response times. The experimental trials were preceded by 13 practice trials during which participants received feedback.
Results
Joint C1 and C2 accuracy. The main measure of interest was the proportion of trials on which both critical items were reported successfully (C1 and C2 joint accuracy; see Figure 2 ). This is the most common measure of RB because it is not possible to look at individual item performance on repeat trials (as one cannot be sure whether participants are reporting C1 or C2 when they only report one). Trials on which the participant reported neither C1 nor C2 were excluded from analysis to provide a measure of accuracy conditional on having identified at least one of the critical items. This led to the exclusion of 9.5% of all trials; more action object trials (6.56%) were excluded than nonaction object trials (2.96%), F(1, 19) ϭ 61.06, p 2 ϭ .76, p Ͻ .001. The included data were analyzed as a function of object type, repetition, and orientation, and the results are shown in Figure 2 .
A 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a main effect of object type, reflecting significantly lower accuracy for action compared with nonaction objects, F(1, 19) ϭ 76.22, p 2 ϭ .80, p Ͻ .001, and a main effect of orientation due to lower accuracy when C2 was rotated than when both C1 and C2 were in their canonical orientation, F(1, 19) ϭ 45.18, p 2 ϭ .70, p Ͻ .001. The overall repetition effect was not significant (F Ͻ 1), but there was a significant two-way interaction between repetition and object type, F(1, 19) ϭ 56.08, p 2 ϭ .75, p Ͻ .001, as well as a significant three-way interaction, F(1, 19) ϭ 10.96, p 2 ϭ .37, p ϭ .004. As can be seen in Figure 2 , the nonaction objects showed RB regardless of orientation, whereas the action objects showed a repetition advantage when they were repeated in the same orientation. This was confirmed in separate analyses carried out for nonaction and action objects.
For nonaction objects, accuracy was significantly lower on repeat than nonrepeat trials, F(1, 19) ϭ 12.35, p 2 ϭ .39, p ϭ .002, and significantly lower when C2 was rotated by 90°than when both C1 and C2 were in their canonical orientation, F(1, 19) ϭ 22.23, p 2 ϭ .54, p Ͻ .001. These two variables did not interact (F Ͻ 1), indicating equivalent RB under both orientation conditions. Paired t tests confirmed that RB was significant in both conditions (ts Ͼ 3, ps Ͻ .01).
A different picture emerged for action objects. Accuracy was significantly higher on repeat than nonrepeat trials, F(1, 19) ϭ 4.59, p 2 ϭ .20, p ϭ .045. There was also an effect of orientation, F(1, 19) ϭ 22.06, p 2 ϭ .54, p Ͻ .001, but these main effects were qualified by an interaction between orientation and repetition, F(1, 19) ϭ 10.40, p 2 ϭ .35, p ϭ .004. Paired t tests confirmed that a repetition advantage was present only in the 0°orientation condition, t(19) ϭ 3.15, p ϭ .005, and not in the 90°condition (t Ͻ 1), which showed no effect of repetition.
Individual critical item accuracy on nonrepeat trials. A secondary analysis was conducted on the nonrepeat trials only to assess accuracy for individual critical items. This can be done only for the nonrepeat trials because there is no way of differentiating between C1 and C2 on repeat trials. These data are shown in Table  1 and were analyzed with a 2 (critical item: C1 vs. C2) ϫ 2 (object type) ϫ 2 (orientation) repeated measures ANOVA. This analysis revealed the same main effects of object type (action objects Ͻ nonaction objects) and orientation (90°Ͻ 0°) as the primary analysis reported above (Fs Ͼ 25, ps Ͻ .001, p 2 Ͼ .574). There was also a main effect of critical item, F(1, 19) ϭ 25.91, p 2 ϭ .577, p Ͻ .001, indicating that C1 was less likely to be reported (0.51) than C2 (0.68). There was a significant interaction between critical item and object type, F(1, 19) ϭ 121.42, p 2 ϭ .865, p Ͻ .001, which confirmed that the relative impairment for C1 compared with C2 was more pronounced on action object trials than on nonaction object trials. In fact, for nonaction trials, this trend reversed in the 90°condition, in which the rotated C2 was more likely to be missed, which is consistent with the fact that objects rotated away from their canonical upright orientation are usually harder to recognize (e.g., Jolicoeur, 1985) . This pattern is reflected in the near-significant three-way interaction between critical item, object type, and orientation, F(1, 19) ϭ 4.08, p 2 ϭ .177, p ϭ .058.
Discussion
This experiment revealed a strikingly different pattern of identification for action and nonaction objects under time-constrained conditions. First, overall accuracy for action objects was substantially lower than for nonaction objects, as indicated by both the number of trials excluded because of failure to report either critical item and overall accuracy on remaining trials. Second, there was a clear difference in the patterns of RB obtained for action and nonaction objects. Consistent with previous findings (I. M. Harris & Dux, 2005a; Hayward et al., 2010) , nonaction objects induced RB that was independent of the objects' orientation. In marked contrast, no RB at all was found for action objects. Instead, these objects yielded better performance when repeated in the same orientation compared with nonrepeated objects.
The substantially lower identification rate for action than nonaction objects is potentially consistent with the view that action information contributes to object identification because RSVP conditions may limit the ability to successfully integrate distributed shape and action attributes of an object's representation. Also consistent with this view, the accuracy of identifying C1 and C2 nonrepeat items separately (see Table 1 ) clearly demonstrates that C1 report was particularly low for action objects in particular, as might be expected if the participant did not have sufficient opportunity to consolidate this item before the next items in the sequence were presented.
The absence of RB for action objects supports the hypothesis that motor programs activated in the dorsal stream contribute to the individuation of repeated instances of an action object. Somewhat unexpectedly, repeating an action object in the same orientation did not just eliminate RB, but it actually resulted in significantly better performance than with nonrepeated items. This result is reminiscent of the Helbig et al. (2006) finding that a briefly . Joint report of critical items 1 (C1) and 2 (C2) in Experiment 1, plotted as a function of object type and orientation difference between C1 and C2. Error bars represent the within-subject standard error of the mean difference between repeat and nonrepeat trials in each condition (Loftus & Masson, 1994) .
presented object primes recognition of a subsequent object associated with a similar action. However, it is not clear whether this advantage represents a true priming effect or stems from the fact that joint identification of C1 and C2 is so poor in all other conditions-that is, when the RSVP sequence contained two different objects, each associated with a different action, or when the sequence contained the same object repeated in different orientations, which also affords different actions. The absence of a repetition advantage in the 90°rotated condition does not seem to be attributable to the action objects being particularly hard to recognize when they are rotated away from the most natural orientation for action; indeed, rotated action objects presented as C2 in nonrepeat trials were identified more accurately than rotated nonaction objects (see Table 1 ). Rather, the difficulty appears to arise from the different actions associated with the rotated repeats. Collectively, these results suggest the possibility that when action objects are presented in close temporal sequence, dissimilar motor programs associated with the objects can create interference and impair object identification. Conversely, critical items that share the same action appear to be protected from this interference, resulting in relatively better identification performance.
However, before accepting this interpretation, we need to exclude the possibility that action objects are generally less familiar or more confusable than nonaction objects and, therefore, more difficult to identify at short exposures. This is particularly important because this discrepancy in overall ease of identification could also potentially provide an alternative account of the difference in repetition effects for action and nonaction objects. Morris and Still (2008) argued that more difficult identification conditions, combined with awareness that stimuli are repeated, encourages the use of guessing strategies based on partial information about C1. A tendency to guess a repeat of C1 can lead to priming instead of RB (Morris & Still, 2008 ). An inspection of the two-item catch trials suggests that such an explanation is unlikely: There was a very low tendency for participants to report a third (absent) item (less than 5% of all catch trials) and, of these, only two trials (0.06% of all catch trials) contained a repetition intrusion. Furthermore, this account fails to explain why the repetition advantage for action objects was restricted to the condition in which objects were repeated in the same orientation, even though accuracy was even lower when the two objects were in different orientations. Nevertheless, this alternative account underscores the importance of trying to equate levels of performance between action and nonaction objects before drawing any firm conclusions. This was a major goal of Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
The purpose of this experiment was threefold. First, the results of Experiment 1 were generalized to a visually different set of stimuli (line drawings rather than photographs of objects). Second, the action and nonaction objects were equated on naming difficulty and familiarity to rule out explanations based on differences in general processing difficulty. Third, trials in which a single action object was presented in the RSVP stream were also included to provide further evidence about the difficulty of identifying action objects under time-constrained conditions. If action objects are inherently difficult to identify, we would expect performance to be lower for trials containing one action object than for those comprising entirely nonaction objects.
Method
Participants. Twenty-six first-year psychology students (20 women; mean age ϭ 19.2 years) from the University of Sydney participated for partial course credit. None had participated in Experiment 1.
Materials. The critical stimuli comprised 20 action and 20 nonaction object line drawings from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) corpus (see Appendix B for the full list). They were selected on the basis of having good name agreement (M ϭ 90.6% for action objects and 86.5% for nonaction objects), t(38) ϭ 0.74, p ϭ .47, in British English (Barry, Morrison, & Ellis, 1997) , and the two groups were equated on familiarity ratings, according to the same norms (M ϭ 3.20 for action objects and 3.38 for nonaction objects), t(38) ϭ 0.77, p ϭ .44. Furthermore, as in Experiment 1, 10 participants rated the objects on a scale of 1-5 (1 ϭ not at all, 5 ϭ very much) in terms of how easily each one could be associated with a specific action. The action objects received a mean rating of 4.43 (SD ϭ 0.37), and the nonaction objects had a mean rating of 2.47 (SD ϭ 0.78), t(38) ϭ 10.18, p Ͻ .0001.
To confirm that the critical stimuli did not differ in general ease of identification, we asked 14 participants to name the objects in isolation to compare identification accuracy for action and nonaction objects. Each object was presented for 60 ms and was forward and backward masked with pattern masks lasting 106 ms each. Identification accuracy was almost identical for the two classes of objects: 70% (SD ϭ 17.6) for action objects and 68% (SD ϭ 16.7) for nonaction objects, t(38) ϭ 0.37, p ϭ .71.
An additional 20 nonaction objects served as intervening fillers and pattern masks were generated from random shapes with the same line thickness as the drawings. All stimuli were presented as black line drawings against a white background.
Design and procedure. There were six conditions in this experiment: two repeat and four nonrepeat conditions (see Figure  3) . The two repeat conditions contained action/action or nonaction/ nonaction pairs, as in Experiment 1. The four nonrepeat conditions were generated by crossing C1 object type (action vs. nonaction) with C2 object type (action vs. nonaction). Thus, there were two nonrepeat conditions that paralleled the structure of the repeat conditions (action/action and nonaction/nonaction) and two nonrepeat conditions that contained one action and one nonaction object. All stimuli in this experiment were presented in their canonical orientation. There were 120 experimental trials (20 per design cell) and 12 two-item catch trials, all randomly intermixed. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1.
Results
Joint C1 and C2 accuracy. As in Experiment 1, trials on which neither C1 nor C2 was reported were excluded (7.2% of all trials,) with most excluded trials containing two action objects (3.49% of all trials), followed by mixed trials with one action and one nonaction object (2.29% of all trials), and finally trials with two nonaction objects (1.41% for all trials). The retained data were subjected to two different analyses. The first investigated repetition effects by comparing the repeated conditions with their corresponding nonrepeated conditions (action/action or nonaction/ nonaction; see Figure 4) . A 2 (repeat vs. nonrepeat) ϫ 2 (object type: action vs. nonaction) repeated measures ANOVA showed significantly lower accuracy for action objects compared with nonaction objects, F(1, 25) ϭ 13.54, p 2 ϭ .35, p ϭ .001. There was no main effect of repetition (F Ͻ 1), but repetition interacted significantly with object type, F(1, 25) ϭ 13.81, p 2 ϭ .36, p ϭ .001. Paired t tests confirmed the presence of a reliable repetition advantage for the action objects, t(25) ϭ 2.47, p ϭ .021. The RB effect for the nonaction objects did not reach significance in this experiment, t(25) ϭ 1.09, p ϭ .29, although the effect was in the same direction as in Experiment 1.
The second analysis was conducted on nonrepeat trials only (see Figure 5) . A 2 (C1 object type) ϫ 2 (C2 object type) repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant main effects of both C1 object type, F(1, 25) ϭ 17.96, p 2 ϭ .42, p Ͻ .001, and C2 object type, F(1, 25) ϭ 5.51, p 2 ϭ .18, p ϭ .027. These main effects were qualified by a significant interaction, F(1, 25) ϭ 17.94, p 2 ϭ .42, p Ͻ .001. As shown in Figure 5 , trials containing two action objects were less accurate than the other three conditions, which yielded similar levels of performance. Furthermore, t tests confirmed that accuracy in the action/action condition was significantly lower than each of the other conditions (ts Ͼ 4.61, ps Ͻ .001), which did not differ from each other (ts Ͻ 1.81, ps Ͼ .082).
Individual critical item accuracy on nonrepeat trials. The effect of having action versus nonaction objects presented in either the C1 or C2 position, or both, was investigated further by analyzing the accuracy with which individual critical items were reported on the nonrepeat trials. A repeated measures ANOVA with critical item (C1 vs. C2), C1 object type (action vs. nonaction), and C2 object type (action vs. nonaction) mirrored the results of the analysis reported above for C1 and C2 joint accuracy: There was a main effect of C1 object type, F(1, 25) ϭ 24.31, p 2 ϭ .493, p Ͻ .001, a main effect of C2 object type, F(1, 25) ϭ 21.93, p 2 ϭ .467, p Ͻ .001, as well as a significant interaction between these factors, F(1, 25) ϭ 10.46, p 2 ϭ .295, p ϭ .003. However, there was absolutely no difference between C1 and C2 accuracy, F(1, 25) ϭ 0.003, p 2 ϭ .000, p ϭ .957 (see Table 2 ), and the critical item factor did not interact with any of the other factors (Fs Ͻ 2.20, p 2 ϭ .081, ps Ͼ .150). As can be seen in Table 2 , presenting two action objects in the same RSVP stream impaired the participants' ability to report either of them equally, Figure 4 . Joint report of critical items 1 (C1) and 2 (C2) for repeat and nonrepeat trials in Experiment 2, plotted as a function of object type. Error bars represent the within-subject standard error of the mean difference between repeat and nonrepeat trials in each condition (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Figure 5 . Joint report of critical items 1 (C1) and 2 (C2) for nonrepeat trials in Experiment 2, plotted as a function of C1 and C2 object types. Error bars represent within-subject standard error of the mean for the C1 ϫ C2 interaction effect (Loftus & Masson, 1994). whereas presenting a single action object as either C1 or C2 had little effect on performance compared with trials containing two nonaction objects.
Discussion
This experiment replicated the pattern of results found in Experiment 1 using a different, and better controlled, set of stimuli. A repetition advantage was again obtained for action objects, and this pattern of results was significantly different from that found for nonaction objects, which showed a trend toward RB. The absence of significant RB for nonaction objects in this experiment is surprising given that we have found robust RB with these stimuli in a number of previous experiments (I. M. Harris & Dux, 2005a , 2005b Hayward et al., 2010) . This finding may reflect the lower proportion of repeated trials in this experiment (one third of the experimental trials, as opposed to half the trials, as most commonly used in RB experiments). In any event, the nonsignificant RB that was observed here is consistent with the vast majority of studies showing reliable RB with similar nonaction objects and stands in contrast with the significant repetition advantage we observed for action objects.
Critically, the repetition advantage for action objects was replicated despite considerably higher overall accuracy for action objects in Experiment 2 (0.46) than in Experiment 1 (0.23). Indeed, the overall accuracy for action objects in this experiment was comparable to the overall accuracy of nonaction objects in Experiment 1 (0.39), which produced robust RB. Therefore, it appears very unlikely that the repetition advantage is due to enhanced reliance on guessing strategies when identification is difficult, as suggested by Morris and Still (2008) .
It is interesting that, similar to Experiment 1, the overall accuracy of joint report of C1 and C2 was significantly lower for action objects than for nonaction objects, despite the fact that the two object sets were well matched for familiarity, name agreement, and ease of identification from brief presentations when presented in isolation. The results also showed that the presence of a single action object in the RSVP stream, at either the C1 or C2 position, did not decrease accuracy of joint report of C1 and C2 (or, indeed, of the individual items on nonrepeat trials) compared with when C1 and C2 were both nonaction objects. However, overall accuracy was significantly decreased when C1 and C2 were both action objects and report rates were reduced equally for C1 and C2. This finding strengthens the suggestion that the poor identification of action objects under RSVP conditions is due to some form of interference between two different action objects rather than a general difficulty in perceptual identification of manipulable objects.
As suggested earlier, one possibility is that the different motor programs associated with each action object create interference that impairs identification of two action objects presented in rapid temporal succession. An alternative possibility is that the interference occurs at the lexical-semantic level because action objects have lower frequency names or a different semantic neighborhood structure. This could slow name retrieval and result in a failure to report the object under the time-constrained conditions of RSVP (Almeida, Knobel, Finkbeiner, & Caramazza, 2007; Barry, Hirsh, Johnston, & Williams, 2001; Bartram, 1976) . To investigate this possibility, Experiment 3 replaced the picture stimuli of Experiment 2 with words.
Experiment 3
This experiment was a direct replication of Experiment 2, except that the written names of the objects were used as stimuli instead of pictures. This was done to test whether the different effects of repetition and lower accuracy for action than nonaction items reflect general lexical-semantic properties of the two categories. Conversely, if the differences between the object categories are due to action affordances, these differences should be specific, or at least stronger, for pictures than for words because pictures (but not words) have direct access to motor programs from their visual form (Rumiati & Humphreys, 1998; Yoon et al., 2002) .
Method
Participants. Twenty-six new undergraduate psychology students from the same pool participated. Three participants were excluded because their English fluency was not up to the task and one because she scored zero on three of the four nonrepeat conditions.
Materials and procedure. Stimuli consisted of the names of the objects used in Experiment 2. The stimuli had originally been selected to match on pictorial properties and picture-naming performance rather than on linguistic dimensions, such as word length, number of syllables, frequency, and so forth. The action words were, on average, slightly longer (average of 5.6 letters and 1.7 syllables) than the nonaction words (average of 5.1 letters and 1.4 syllables). The action group also contained some fairly long words (10 -11 letters) and two compound words (door knob and watering can). However, the differences in word length and num- ber of syllables between the two groups of words were not statistically significant (ps Ͼ .21). The action words also had lower average frequency in written text than the nonaction words (mean Celex frequencies 36.3 and 66.9 per million, respectively), but again the difference was not significant (p ϭ .43). The words were presented in Times New Roman font size 25 and the RSVP word stream was preceded and followed by three masks made up of random strings of computer symbols (e.g., #$%@#$&*@%$). Each item in the RSVP stream was presented for 106 ms, slightly longer than the objects in Experiments 1 and 2, which were presented at a rate of 100 ms/item (this was due to a change in monitor between the experiments, with the new monitor capable of only a 85 Hz refresh rate). All other design and procedural details were identical to those of Experiment 2.
Results
Joint C1 and C2 accuracy. As for the previous experiments, trials on which neither C1 nor C2 was reported were excluded from the analysis (4.5% of all trials). Trials containing two action words (1.93% of all trials) slightly outnumbered trials containing one action and one nonaction word (1.67%) and trials containing two nonaction words (0.95%), although these differences were much smaller than was the case for pictures. The retained data were analyzed in the same manner as in Experiment 2.
The first analysis concentrated on repetition effects and consisted of a repeated measures ANOVA with repetition and item type (action pairs vs. nonaction pairs) as factors. There was a highly significant effect of repetition, F(1, 21) ϭ 50.10, p 2 ϭ .71, p Ͻ .001, with both action and nonaction words showing robust RB (see Figure 6 ). The effect of item type was also significant, F(1, 21) ϭ 21.49, p 2 ϭ .51, p Ͻ .001, because of lower accuracy for action words (0.40) than for nonaction words (0.49). The interaction between item type and repetition was not significant, F(1, 21) ϭ 2.62, p 2 ϭ .11, p ϭ .12, confirming that RB was present and of similar magnitude for both categories.
The second analysis was conducted on nonrepeat trials only (see Figure 7) . A 2 (C1 item type) ϫ 2 (C2 item type) repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant main effects of both C1 item type, F(1, 21) ϭ 8.04, p 2 ϭ .28, p ϭ .010, and C2 item type, F(1, 21) ϭ 9.60, p 2 ϭ .31, p ϭ .005, both reflecting lower accuracy for action than nonaction words. These effects did not interact (F Ͻ 1).
Individual critical item accuracy on nonrepeat trials. The accuracy for individual critical items was analyzed with a repeated measures ANOVA with critical item (C1 vs. C2), C1 item type (action vs. nonaction), and C2 item type (action vs. nonaction) included as factors. This largely mirrored the results of the analysis reported above for C1 and C2 joint accuracy: There was a main effect of C1 item type, F(1, 21) ϭ 7.15, p 2 ϭ .254, p ϭ .014, a main effect of C2 item type, F(1, 25) ϭ 5.82, p 2 ϭ .217, p Ͻ .025, but no interaction between these factors (F Ͻ 1). Although there was no overall difference between C1 and C2 accuracy (F Ͻ 1), the interaction between critical item and C2 item type was marginally significant, F(1, 21) ϭ 3.99, p 2 ϭ .160, p ϭ .059. As Table  2 shows, C1 accuracy varied more as a function of the number of action items in the stream, whereas C2 accuracy was fairly uniform across all conditions. However, the interaction between critical item and C1 item type and the three-way interaction were not significant (Fs Ͻ 1.71, p 2 Ͻ .075, ps Ͼ .205).
Discussion
This experiment yielded two important findings. The first is that word items showed highly robust RB for both action and nonaction items, in stark contrast with Experiments 1 and 2, in which pictures of action objects produced a repetition advantage. The second is that the overall accuracy for reporting action items on nonrepeat trials was still significantly lower than for nonaction items. These results clearly demonstrate that the difference in the repetition effects obtained with pictures of action and nonaction objects in the first two experiments does not arise simply because action items are generally more difficult to identify under RSVP conditions: Accuracy of word report for action items was significantly worse than for nonaction items, as was the case for pictures, but repeated words showed RB rather than the advantage found for repeated pictures. Furthermore, the overall accuracy levels for action words in this experiment were similar to those for the Figure 6 . Joint report of critical items 1 (C1) and 2 (C2) for repeat and nonrepeat trials in Experiment 3, plotted as a function of word type. Error bars represent the within-subject standard error of the mean difference between repeat and nonrepeat trials in each condition (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Figure 7 . Joint report of critical items 1 (C1) and 2 (C2) for nonrepeat trials in Experiment 3, plotted as a function of C1 and C2 word types. Error bars represent within-subject standard error of the mean for the C1 ϫ C2 interaction effect (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . corresponding pictures in Experiment 2, but the words produced RB, whereas the pictures produced a repetition advantage. This is strong evidence that the repetition advantage effect seen for action objects is due to processes that are specific to pictures of manipulable objects.
Although the overall accuracy for reporting action items on nonrepeat trials was significantly lower than for nonaction items, this difference was smaller than in Experiment 2. It is important to note that the joint report data showed no significant interaction between C1 and C2 item type. Thus, in contrast to the picture stimuli, for which accuracy was selectively reduced for trials containing two action objects, word items showed a more graded effect of the number of action items. The analysis of individual critical items indicates that accuracy was generally lower for C1 than C2, and C1 accuracy was most affected when C1 and C2 were both action words, whereas C2 accuracy was uniform across all conditions. Although this effect partially replicates the selective interference for trials containing two action pictures, it is much weaker and less pervasive for the word items. This was confirmed in a cross-experiment analysis of the accuracy for individual critical items that showed that the pictures used in Experiment 2 yielded a stronger interaction between C1 and C2 object type than the words of Experiment 3, F(1, 46) ϭ 8.57, p 2 ϭ .157, p ϭ .005. Thus, the interference for trials containing two action objects was greater for pictures than words.
In conjunction with the results of Experiments 1 and 2, these results suggest that the greater difficulty in reporting action than nonaction items under RSVP conditions may, in part, reflect factors that are common across the picture and word versions of the concepts. Action words tended, on average, to be somewhat longer and less frequent than the nonaction words. Such modalityindependent lexical attributes, or differences in conceptual similarity between manipulable and nonmanipulable concepts, may contribute to the poorer identification of action items.
However, the significantly greater impairment shown for pictures than words, particularly when two different action items were presented within the same RSVP stream, suggests an additional contribution to interference that is specific to pictures, consistent with an independent influence of motor information. The processes underlying the repetition effects also appear to be modalityspecific and independent of the overall difference in identification accuracy between action and nonaction items.
General Discussion
This study investigated processing of action objects under timeconstrained conditions to determine how action affordances contribute to the identification of this object class. Two principal findings emerged, which together suggest that motor features influence the identification of visually presented objects.
Overall Differences in Identification of Action and Nonaction Items
The first finding is that presenting two action objects associated with different actions within 300 ms of each other resulted in lower report rates than when the RSVP streams contained nonaction objects, even when the two stimulus sets were well matched for familiarity and ease of naming. This does not appear to be due to an inherent difficulty in identifying pictures of action objects under brief presentation conditions because the presence of a single action object in the RSVP stream did not lower accuracy relative to streams containing only nonaction objects in Experiment 2. Experiment 3 showed that word stimuli also exhibited small but significant effects of the number of action items, suggesting that action items are somewhat more difficult to identify regardless of modality. However, the pictorial stimuli used in Experiment 2 produced a significantly greater impairment in identification that was specific to trials containing two action objects. This disproportionate impairment when two different action objects were presented in close temporal succession implicates some form of interference between these objects that is more pronounced for pictorial formats. A possible source of interference is shape similarity (e.g., many tools tend to be long and thin), but this seems unlikely for our stimulus set that contained a range of objects of different shapes (e.g., iron, tap, perfume bottle, as well as more typical tools; see Appendix A). Therefore, a more plausible alternative is that the source of interference stems from the more distributed nature of the representations of action concepts. Recent behavioral evidence has shown that motor simulation (e.g., squeezing a ball) can selectively interfere with naming tools (Witt, Kemmerer, Linkenauger, & Culham, 2010) . Even when the task does not require any motor action or interaction with the object, neuroimaging studies have shown that action objects activate both shape-processing areas in the ventral stream and motor-related regions of the dorsal visual stream (Chao & Martin, 2000; Chouinard & Goodale, 2010; Mahon et al., 2007) . Similar patterns of dorsal-ventral activation have also been found for word stimuli describing manipulable objects (Chao, Haxby, & Martin, 1999; Rueschemeyer, van Rooij, Lindemann, Willems, & Bekkering, 2010) and motor-related verbs (Pulvermüller, Shtyrov, & Ilmoniemi, 2005) . Furthermore, electrophysiological studies have shown that action-related information seems to be processed very early, within the first 150 -300 ms following stimulus presentation, for both objects and words (Hauk & Pulvermüller, 2004; Petit et al., 2006; Proverbio et al., 2011; Pulvermüller et al., 2005) . These different strands of evidence indicate that action affordances have the potential to play a significant role in the early stages of manipulable object identification.
The present findings can be explained by assuming that perception of manipulable objects automatically leads to activation of the motor features of the objects. However, because these motor features are processed in different brain structures (presumably in the dorsal stream), it may take some time to consolidate the object representations under RSVP conditions. This would render the representations susceptible to interference, particularly when the RSVP stream contains objects that activate conflicting motor programs, such as when the critical items depict two distinct objects associated with different actions, or the same object in different orientations. Such interference may lead to failures of identification. Further studies could provide more refined evidence about the basis of this interference by investigating whether, for example, objects manipulated with the same effector (e.g., two hand-held objects) interfere with each other's identification more than objects manipulated with different effectors (e.g., a hand-held tool and a football). We might predict more interference between objects manipulated with the same effector because, once a motor program is initiated, that effector cannot execute a second motor program until the first one is completed (or successfully aborted). One could also look in more detail at what aspect of manipulation is primarily responsible for this interference: For example, is it a conflict in the way the objects are grasped or the motions involved in their use? Some recent work from our laboratory suggests that grasp similarity plays a more important role in priming object recognition than similarity of the motions involved in object use (McNair & Harris, in press ); further studies could investigate whether this finding holds for RSVP situations as well.
Repetition Effects for Action and Nonaction Objects
The second major novel finding is that action and nonaction objects yielded different effects of stimulus repetition: Nonaction objects produced RB, whereas action objects did not and even showed a repetition advantage when repeated in the same orientation. The general lack of RB for action objects supports the hypothesis outlined in the introduction that information represented in motor pathways helps to individuate two instances of the same object identity. Consistent with this possibility, our results show not just a lack of RB but a repetition advantage when an action object was repeated in the same orientation.
One potential caveat in interpreting the different patterns of repetition effects for action and nonaction objects is that action objects had overall lower levels of report than nonaction objects. Thus, it is possible that the repetition advantage found for action objects is an artifact of the low accuracy with nonrepeat action objects or a result of different guessing strategies invoked when identification was difficult (Morris & Still, 2008) . The latter explanation seems very unlikely for the following reasons. First, there was no evidence at all from the catch trials that participants guessed repetitions. Second, this repetition advantage was seen in both Experiments 1 and 2 despite the fact that overall identification accuracy for action objects was considerably higher in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. Third, the repetition advantage was found when action objects were repeated in the same orientation, but not when they were repeated in different orientations in Experiment 1, even though performance was even lower in the different orientation condition. Therefore, the repetition advantage does not seem to be due to guessing repetitions when items are particularly difficult to identify. Finally, and most crucial, the repetition advantage present for action pictures in Experiment 2 was replaced by RB in Experiment 3, in which the word versions of the same concepts were used. This occurred despite the fact that the difference in report accuracy between action and nonaction items persisted when the stimuli were words, and the overall levels of performance were quite similar across Experiments 2 and 3. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that the repetition advantage for action objects repeated in the same orientation is not due to guessing strategies or differences in overall levels of identification accuracy for action and nonaction items.
What causes this repetition advantage? In line with the explanation provided above for the interference between two action objects associated with dissimilar actions, we suggest that action objects repeated in the same orientation are less vulnerable to the deleterious effects of RSVP on object consolidation because the motor affordances associated with repeated objects are compatible and do not create the interference that arises when objects with conflicting motor affordances are present in the same stream.
Coupled with the better individuation produced by motor information, this leads to relatively better conscious identification of those repeated objects.
It is interesting that the repetition effects went in different directions for action object pictures and words: Repeating the objects improved performance relative to nonrepeat trials, whereas repeating the corresponding words resulted in RB. This difference could be explained by assuming distinctly different activation dynamics for objects and words. There is a substantial literature demonstrating that words are named faster than objects, but that objects are categorized according to their semantic properties faster than words (e.g., Glaser, 1992; Potter & Faulconer, 1975) . Thus, a number of models have suggested the existence of multiple routes to naming, whereby words typically rely on a direct link from orthography to phonology that can mediate word naming without the need to activate semantics, whereas object naming relies on an indirect semantic route (Patterson & Morton, 1985; Potter & Faulconer, 1975; Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987; Yoon et al., 2002) . There is also evidence that objects are categorized faster than words according to their action properties (Chainay & Humphreys, 2002) and, under fast deadline conditions, participants tend to make visual errors when gesturing in response to object pictures (e.g., they mime the action associated with a visually similar object) but do not make such action errors in response to words (Rumiati & Humphreys, 1998) . These findings suggest that there is a direct route to action from objects but not from words (see also Yoon et al., 2002 , for a computational instantiation of such a model).
Therefore, one might expect that there would be more opportunity for action-related features to influence object identification and naming early in the processing sequence than in the case of words, in which the action-related information would only be accessed once the meaning of the word was retrieved and considerably later than the phonological representation was invoked in order to read the word. This could explain why identification was enhanced when action objects were repeated in close temporal succession because the action affordance of C1 had already been activated by the time it was represented as C2; and also why words produced RB regardless of whether they referred to action or nonaction concepts because the action properties associated with these concepts would have been activated too late to modulate word naming.
Implications for Theories of Repetition Blindness
Although this study did not set out to investigate the mechanisms underlying the RB phenomenon, the results have some interesting implications for current theoretical accounts of RB. As reviewed in the introduction, probably the most influential account of RB is the token individuation hypothesis put forward by Kanwisher (1987) . According to this model, RB occurs when a stimulus representation in memory (a type) fails to be successfully linked to spatiotemporal information in order to form a token that provides the basis of distinct episodic representations of the stimulus. Kanwisher (2001) further proposed that inputs from the dorsal stream that carry information about spatiotemporal attributes of the stimulus contribute to token individuation and conscious awareness. Our findings of better individuation for objects with (dorsally mediated) action attributes are generally consistent with this view. However, there are other theoretical accounts of RB that do not invoke the notion of token individuation. For example, Luo and Caramazza (1995) proposed that RB is due to a brief refractory period after a type has been activated in memory, during which the same type node cannot be activated again to the threshold required for perceptual awareness. According to another model, proposed by Morris, Still, and Caldwell-Harris (2009) , RB results from interitem competition between adjacent items in the RSVP stream. A repeated item is thought to have a weaker representation, as exemplified by the neural phenomenon of repetition suppression (Grill-Spector, Henson, & Martin, 2006) , which places it at a disadvantage in the competition for awareness with other nonrepeated items present in the stream. Other accounts of RB view the phenomenon as arising from a cognitive bias against recalling or reporting repetitions (Armstrong & Mewhort, 1995; Whittlesea & Masson, 2005) .
The present finding of RB for nonaction objects but a repetition advantage for action objects is problematic for most of these alternative accounts. It is unclear why type refractoriness or memory reconstruction should be sufficiently different for action and nonaction objects to explain the opposite repetition effects found for action and nonaction object categories under completely identical testing conditions. Even if one were to suppose that action objects could be remembered better or are subject to less bias against reporting repetitions, it is still difficult to explain the concurrent repetition advantage for pictures of action objects and RB for word versions of the same concepts, again obtained under identical testing conditions. Our results might be better accommodated by the competition model of Morris et al. (2009) if we assume that the motor features associated with action objects provide additional signals that boost the representation of their repeated visual forms and increase their competitiveness for awareness. In effect, this explanation is very similar to the predictions of the type-token framework outlined above.
Conclusion
The present series of experiments provide convincing evidence that action objects have distributed representations that comprise not only perceptual features, but also motor information that enables interaction with the object. Although this motor information is represented in motor pathways, separate from the perceptual identity of the object, it modulates the ease of object identification and therefore needs to be considered when building models of object identification and interpreting the results of object recognition studies.
